
1/8/2018

Date 8/23/2017
Answered 26

Age 12 (2)
13 (16)
14 (5)
15 1/2 (1)
16 (1)
Skipped (1)

Grade 7th (1)
8th (19)
9th (5)
11th (1)

A leader to me is someone who:

Pushes me to be the best I can

Stands out and does better than everyone else

Grandma

My Dad because he's the boss of me also my sister because she acts like one.

is strong, can make the hard dissions stays confedent even when overwhelmed 

Stands up for what they believe 

Stands up for what they believe in

Likes Me

Makes mistakes but doesn't let them hold them back but instead uses it them to move forward.

Doesn't do what other people are doing.

makes there own mark to do the right thing

Takes charge and don't follow other people

My dad

is mature and understands what they are doing. They should also teach what they know

doesn't follow others and takes control of situations

shows people what right from wrong

Shows me right from wrong
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6/20/2018

Date 05/09/18 & 05/10/18

Age 12 (1)
13 (3)
14 (18)
15 (3)

Grade 7th (1)
8th (21)
9th (3)

A leader to me is someone who:

can take charge of a bad situation by doing the right things

follows their path and to learn how to be trusted treating others and help others and help others follow 
their path.

can do the right things for the right reasons to the best of their abilties

Tries their best to be a good person They help others when they need it and are selfless

does the right things for the reasons to the best of their ability even when nobody is watching

Has integrity and will take control of a situation and do what's right 

does good

Helps people even if you don't like them and no one is watching you do it

can take control and makes sure everyone gets what they need.

has integrity and takes responsibility in their actions

has integrity

Has Integrity and doesn't let what people say bother Them.

puts others needs before their own and always tries to do what is right

who has integrity and does the right things 

has integrity easy to trust and pushes people to be their best

has integrity and uses that in their everyday life

is a great leader

Shows integrity no matter the situation

 Is responsible and does things as they are told

Has Integrity

has integrity

has integrity and uses it to work together with people 

has integrity, makes mistakes and fixes them, trustworthy

Responsible

Takes charge in a tough situation and handles it correctly

Does the right thing
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I am a leader.
Answer Choices

Strongly Disagree 0% 0
Disagree 0% 0
Neutral 24% 6
Agree 60% 15
Strongly Agree 16% 4

Answered 25

I want to use my leadership skills and be active in my school and community.
Answer Choices

Strongly Disagree 4% 1
Disagree 0% 0
Neutral 24% 6
Agree 36% 9
Strongly Agree 36% 9

Answered 25

Please rank the following skills in order of importance for a person to perform leadership 
responsibilities.

Integrity 7.7
Making Decisions & Problem Solving 4.87
Attitude & Communication Skills 5
Setting Goals 3.76
Trust(ing) & Making Friends 4
Responsibility & Accountability 5.05
Personal Values 4
Organization & Ability to Prioritize (Time Management) 2.18
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I want to improve myself.
Answer Choices

Strongly Disagree 4% 1
Disagree 4% 1
Neutral 4% 1
Agree 32% 8
Strongly Agree 56% 14

Answered 25

What is the most important thing you learned from ALA?

The most important thing that I learned is that you must put trust in people when you don't want to. 

What learned from ALA is that to keep integrity  through your everyday life(rest of your life).

The most important thing I learned in ALA  is how to become a better person 

You don't have to be the person everyone thinks you are.  You can be you and show others who you really are.

I have to try to be the best I can be

I have learned how to become a leader and when to use it .

to be a good person

I can be myself and not be who people think of me. Also I have to be the change I want to see in the 
world

That I don't have to be the person people think I am.

How to take responsibility in my actions.

You don't have to be what everyone thinks you are

I can become a leader if I live with Integrity and I realize  it doesn't matter what other people think 
about me

I have learned that I need to be more willing to socialize with people

Integrity and how to trust more people

The most important thing I have learned is you don't have to be what people think you are.

The Most important thing I have learned is Integrity, using that in everyday life and that I don't have 
to be someone I'm not.

to be a better leader and Stay a leader and I want to talk to people that are Nice

I have learned I have to be better than my past.

To be more brave and to be the change you want to see.

What I have learned is Integrity

The most important thing I have learned from ALA is to have integrity.

How to have integrity and use it in the right way

How to learn to earn integrity and how to trust.

to be respectful

I have learned that I don't have to be what people want me to be and I can be my own person

Integrity
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Stands up for what they believe


will tell you right, from wrong And will lead you Down the right path And will risk there life for 
you and think outside the Box

Stands out in the crowd

Takes responsibility and who helps people.

Knows what's right or wrong

Takes Charge but works with people and doesn't order them around

Is by my side in the toughest of times

Helps me through life and Show me right from wrong.

is always doing the right thing

I am a leader.
Answer Choices

Strongly Disagree 0% 0
Disagree 12% 3
Neutral 27% 7
Agree 46% 12
Strongly Agree 15% 4

I want to use my leadership skills and be active in my school and community.
Answer Choices

Strongly Disagree 0% 0
Disagree 4% 1
Neutral 36% 9
Agree 36% 9
Strongly Agree 24% 6

Please rank the following skills in order of importance for a person to perform 
leadership responsibilities.

Integrity
Making Decisions & Problem Solving 3.59
Attitude & Communication Skills 5.04
Setting Goals 5.1
Trust(ing) & Making Friends 4.82
Responsibility & Accountability 4.78
Personal Values 5.23
Organization & Ability to Prioritize (Time Management) 3.65

4.23
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I want to improve myself.
Answer Choices

Strongly Disagree 0% 0
Disagree 4% 1
Neutral 8% 2
Agree 50% 13
Strongly Agree 38% 10

What is the most important thing you hope to learn from ALA?

I hope to learn how to help other even than I already do.

How to be a good leader

Leadership

I hope to learn how to be a strong leader.

I want to learn how to spot someone who is a good leader when I see them.

How to be a Leader

How to be a better leader

I would like to learn Math

I hope to how to use my leadership skills to help my community and how to use my mistakes.

How to be more of a leader

To stop caring what people think about me and to follow your own path

To Show  more control and to be a leader instead of following the crowed.

What ALA is
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How to make people see I am a leader

How to become a good leader.

How to be a leader

To be a good student

How to be a leader
Communication Skills
Public Speaking

How to become a leader and stand out in the crowd

leadership

how to be a better Leader

I hope I learn to gain more courage to become a better leader.

How not to be nervous when speaking to a crowd of people.

The right way to be a Leader

I hope I can learn to be a better person and a better leader

Have you ever participated in an Academy for Leadership Abilities® class before?
Answer Choices

Yes 4% 1
No 96% 25

If yes, where? Job and Family
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